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Not long after, a late Mortal Immortal minister flew out, this powerful late Mortal Immortal was acting
as the referee of this competition.

The referee stood over the ring and shouted, “Everyone, the new Genius Immortal Ranking
Competition, has officially begun.Next, please invite the pre-Mortal Immortal, so participants to enter
the ring.”

As soon as the referee finished speaking, thousands of pre-human immortal men and women rushed
into the ring together, and Omi and Julie Ma flew into the ring together.

The referee said, “In each realm, take the first 1000 names, there are 1000 circles above your heads,
only one person can stand in each circle, after one hour, anyone not standing in the circle means out,
and anyone standing in the circle means entering the first 1000.”

After saying that, the judge waved his hand and a thousand water bubbles appeared in the sky, which
slowly spread and then turned into a water circle.

“Alright, you may begin, here is a warning, no one is allowed to help others, or else they will be
disqualified, and are not allowed to participate for five hundred years, and if the situation is serious,
they are in capital punishment.”

Everyone in the arena, pre immortal, immediately jumped on their legs and rushed into the sky to grab
the water ring.

However, the water circles weren’t that easy to grab because when everyone rushed up, all the water
circles were moving quickly and they would also attack.

For example, Omi saw a pre-human immortal who was lucky enough to snatch a water circle and then
quickly got into the water circle, just as that water circle began to shrink rapidly.That pre-human
immortal youth let out a scream, and soon after, he fell straight from mid-air to the ground, seemingly
injured quite badly.

Therefore, every water circle had an offensive nature, and everyone had to not only snatch the water
circle from others, but also be able to resist the attacks that the water circle brought with it.

Omi rushed directly into a water circle, and that water circle immediately escaped. A second to
remember to read the book

“Wanna go?”Omi covered with a large hand and rigidly pulled the water circle back, and when it was
pulled back, the water circle did not fall apart, which also required extremely strong control to be able
to do so.

In the crowd, some of the people watching Omi pulling the water ring were a little surprised.

Omi got into the water circle, the water circle rapidly contracted and tried to buckle Omi, Omi snorted
with disdain and slapped the water circle.



“Buzz.”The water ring let out a chirp, after which it became honest.

Omi had managed to snatch a water circle.

In the sky, thousands of silhouettes were flashing, either snatching the water circle or resisting the
water circle’s attack, and Moreover, there were constantly people falling from the sky.

At this moment, somewhere in the sky, Belinda Ma was heading straight for one of the water circles,
when the Bull Dancing Water rushed up.

“Belinda.”Niu Dancing Water was busy shouting, his eyes looking at Belinda Ma, a strong sense of
nostalgia.

However, Belinda Ma was now looking at Niu Dancing Water up close, but she looked complicated.

Belinda Ma thought that she should still like it now that she saw her former fiancé, she was a person
who was after all traditional and dedicated.

However, it turned out that she was looking at Niu Dancing Water at the moment, but she didn’t even
feel a bit happy inside, which means that she didn’t feel anything for Niu Dancing Water inside.

Belinda Ma couldn’t figure out what was wrong with her, this was the fiancé that she had once
worshipped and loved.

“Belinda, don’t worry, I’ll definitely bring you back and snatch you from Zhou Mi’s hands.”Niu
Dancingshui said, the more Niu Dancingshui looked at Belinda Ma.

The more he liked it, the more he really wanted to go up and hug her right now.

Belinda Ma said, “Dancing Water, you’re here too.”Belinda Ma didn’t know what to say, so she had to
say something random like this.

“Belinda, wait for me, I’ll definitely bring you home, you’ve suffered these three years.”

“Me.”

“Belinda, don’t worry, I will beat Zhou Mi can’t get up, also, this year, I will be in the top 200, I will be
your pride.”Niu Dancing Water said with confidence, he thought that Belinda Ma would definitely be
proud of him for entering the top 200.

However, what Niu Dancing Water didn’t know was that Belinda Ma herself was confident that she
would enter the top 80, how could a district top 200 still make her feel proud?

Bull Dance Watercourse: “Belinda, let’s not talk about that now, I’m going to go grab the water circle,
you’ve only just become an immortal for a few years, your strength is still relatively low, feel free to
participate, don’t try too hard, lest you hurt yourself and make me feel bad.”

“Uh, oh.”Belinda Ma oh, not knowing what to say.I don’t blame Niu Dancing Water for saying that,
after all, it was true that Belinda Ma had only just become an Immortal a few years ago, and according
to normal circumstances, her strength was still very low indeed.

Niu Dancing Water gnashed her teeth inwardly, “I must enter the top 200, make Belinda worship me
and become her pride, and then, take her away from Zhou Mi’s hands.Zhou Mi is nothing more than a



dude who is just relying on his family’s power, I’m so much stronger now, he’s definitely not a match
for me.”

“Belinda, I’m going to grab the water ring then.”After saying that, Niu Dancing Water re-surfaced a
water circle not far next to it, but it was already occupied by someone.

“Hmph, give it to me.”Because Belinda Ma was watching, Niu Dancing Water was hot-headed enough
to rush up and grab it, wanting to snatch the water circle in front of Belinda Ma, so that Belinda Ma
could see how he had changed now.

However, the young man who had already occupied the water ring was furious: “What kind of kitten or
puppy would dare to snatch mine.”

“Pah.”Niu Dancing Water felt a fiery heat on his face, and somehow, he was slapped in the face by that
person, making several circles in the same place.

Belinda Ma was busy going up to help Niu Danceshui and asked, “Danceshui, are you okay.”

Niu Danceshui felt embarrassed, indeed, in front of a woman will do things impulsively, without
judging the strength of the opponent rushed up.

“Fine fine, I’ve robbed other, this person is definitely in the top 100 strength.”Niu Dancing Water was
busy explaining.

At this time, only Julie Ma said to the youth who had just said, “Give me the water ring.”

“What? You want to snatch the water ring I have too?”

“Buzz.”Julie Ma rushed up.

“Pah.”With two blows, Belinda Ma blinds the young man who occupied the water circle that Bull
Dancing Water had just tried to grab.

“Ah.”Niu Dancing Water was dumbfounded, he was not an opponent at all, but he was not her
opponent in front of Belinda Ma.

Belinda Ma smiled slightly, at the moment, Niu Danceshui felt confused, feeling that anything he had
just said was humiliating.

“Belinda, your strength?”

“Dancing water, I’m sorry, but I might have a top 80 strength.”

“Ah.”Niu Danceshui’s body shook, wondering if she had misheard.

“Dancing water, it’s Zhou Mi, in these three years, although Zhou Mi has taken me away, he has also
made me, I am now able to become so much stronger, even defeating people who are halfway to the
pre-human immortal cultivation, all because of Zhou Mi.”
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